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I.

THE SHALE GAS REVOLUTION

A historic transition in the U.S electric power generation industry is presently underway. Nuclear
and coal-fired power plants are being closed down around the country in increasing numbers
because they cannot compete economically with new, low-cost power generation technologies.
Between 2013 and 2017, five nuclear power plants closed well ahead of their federal operating
license expiration dates, and six more are scheduled to shutter operations between 2017 and
2022. On March 29, 2018 FirstEnergy Corporation announced plans to close down three nuclear
power plants in 2021, including the Beaver Valley Nuclear Power Plant in Pennsylvania and the
Davis-Bessie and Perry Nuclear Power Plants in Ohio. With a total generating capacity of more
than 4,000 megawatts, these three power plants contribute more than $540 million in local taxes
in 2017 and provided jobs for about 2,300 people.1 For these reasons some States are subsidizing
nuclear power plants in a bid to save jobs, avoid increasing emissions, and protect local sources
of tax revenue. On April 12, 2018, for example, New Jersey’s legislature passed a bill that will
cost about $300 million per year to subsidize three existing nuclear power plant units operated by
New Jersey power company Public Service Enterprise Group Inc. (Salem Nuclear Unit 1, Salem
Nuclear Unit 2, and Hope Creek Nuclear Generating Station).2
Coal-fired power plant closures driven by market economics were also a regular occurrence
throughout 2017. Twenty-seven coal-fired power plants totaling 22 gigawatts of capacity were
announced for early closure or conversion in 2017. Since 2010, 268 coal plants have been shut
down resulting in the loss of nearly 40,000 jobs between 2012 and 2017.3
Although today’s increasing economic failure of nuclear and coal power plants may be partially
attributed to more competitive energy generation from wind and solar power, the main reason for
the upheaval in the U.S. electric power generation industry is the low price of natural gas. The
shale energy boom and the development of the hydraulic fracturing technique have caused
supplies of natural gas to soar, making natural gas an extremely inexpensive and readily
available fuel for today’s new, efficient combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plants.
Shale is a fine-grained sedimentary rock that forms when silt and clay-size particles are
compacted. Black shale contains organic materials that can generate oil and natural gas, which is
trapped within the rock’s pores. Large scale natural gas production from shale began in about
2000 when the Mitchell Energy and Development Corporation perfected the hydraulic fracturing
(“fracking”) technique.
In an interview with BBC News in 2011, Anne-Sophie Corbeau, senior gas expert at the
International Energy Agency, stated, "A few years ago, the United States was ready to import
gas. In 2009 it had become the world's biggest gas producer. This is phenomenal, unbelievable".4
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II.

THE COMBINED-CYCLE GAS TURBINE PLANT

A combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plant combines gas turbines (also called combustion
turbines), directly generating electricity, with exhaust heat used by heat recovery steam
generators (HRSG) to produce steam, and a steam turbine to efficiently generate additional
electricity (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Combined -Cycle Gas Plant Schematic Diagram
A gas turbine is similar to an aircraft jet engine (see Figure 2). The turbine consists of a
compressor that compresses ambient air for supply to the combustion chamber. The air is then
mixed with natural gas and combusted in a chamber that exhausts into a turbine section that
provides the force to turn the common shaft of the compressor, turbine, and electrical generator.
The gas turbine produces a substantial amount of hot gases that are exhausted to the HRSG. The
HRSG is a system of water and steam tubes that removes the heat from the exhaust of the gas
turbine and generates high-pressure steam that is piped to the high-pressure section of a
conventional steam turbine generator to produce electrical power. By condensing the exhaust
steam from the steam turbine at a pressure below atmospheric pressure, the steam pressure drop
between the inlet and exhaust of the steam turbine is increased, which increases the amount of
heat available for conversion to mechanical power. Most of the heat liberated due to
condensation is discharged to the ambient environment via an evaporative cooling tower.
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Figure 2: Gas Turbine5
Most combined-cycle gas turbine plants include two or more gas turbines with an equal number
of heat recovery steam generators, all feeding high pressure steam to a single common steam
turbine. A typical 500 Mw CCGT plant is comprised of two gas turbines, two HRSGs, one steam
turbine, and three electrical generators.
In summary, the fact that electricity is produced by the gas turbines directly and also through the
capture of most of the gas turbines’ waste heat makes the combined cycle unit a very efficient
means of converting natural gas to electricity.
III.

ADVANTAGES OF COMBINED-CYCLE GAS TURBINE PLANTS
COMPARED TO NUCLEAR AND COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS

Some the advantages of combined cycle gas turbine plants compared with conventional coalfired and nuclear power plants are given below:
•

Expanded natural gas production from shale formations is one of the main reasons that
combined-cycle gas turbine generation has developed a competitive advantage. As more
gas has been produced, gas prices have decreased and remained low in recent years.

•

The thermal efficiency of the combined cycle gas turbine plant is higher than the thermal
efficiency of coal-fired and nuclear power plants. The efficiency of coal-fired power
plants can be as high as 45% and as high as 36% for nuclear power plants, whereas the
efficiency of combined cycle gas turbine plants can be as high as 60%.6
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IV.

•

Combined-cycle gas turbine plants emit significantly less carbon dioxide (CO2), sulfur
dioxides (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and other air emissions. CO2 emissions from
power plants using combined-cycle technology are about 50 percent lower than most
coal-fired plants. Emissions of NOx and SO2 are 80 to 90 percent lower.7

•

The capital cost and operating and maintenance (O&M) costs of combined-cycle gas
turbine plants are much less than those of coal-fired and nuclear power plants.8

•

The cooling water requirement for a combined-cycle gas turbine plant is much lower than
for a normal coal-fired or nuclear power plant having the same capacity output. In
combined-cycle plants approximately ⅔ of the power is generated by the gas turbines
which require very little or no cooling water. This is a major advantage when selecting
the site of the plant.

•

Combined-cycle gas turbine plants have the advantage of a high ratio of power output to
the land area occupied by the plant.

•

A typical 500 MW coal-fired power plant employs about 300 full-time personnel,
including operations, maintenance, administration, and human resources, while a typical
nuclear power plant requires between 600 and 1,000 full-time employees. Because
combined-cycle gas turbine plants make full use of sensors, predictive maintenance
software, and automated control systems, a typical 500 Mw CCGT plant requires only
about 30 full-time employees.

•

Maintenance outages (down time) for combined-cycle gas turbine plants are significantly
shorter in duration than are outages required for coal and nuclear plants.

COMBINED-CYCLE GAS TURBINE PLANT COOLING TOWER DESIGN

Most major components of combined-cycle gas turbine plants, including the gas turbines, heat
recovery steam generators, steam turbines, synchronous electric generators, and associated
electronic control systems and performance monitoring instrumentation represent state-of-theart, precision-engineered, factory-fabricated equipment. However, from the writer’s experience,
the cooling towers used in combined cycle gas turbine plants are oftentimes poor-quality designs,
purchased at the lowest possible price. The consequences of this “cost-saving” cooling tower
selection strategy all too often include: a) recurring, expensive replacement of the cooling tower
heat exchange system (fill material) and b) catastrophic structural failure requiring complete
demolition and replacement of the cooling tower after 10 to 15 years in service. In this section of
our continuing education course, we will describe the features of a typical CCGT plant cooling
tower, highlighting the deficiencies observed in some designs.
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A typical combined-cycle gas turbine plant cooling tower installation is shown below in Figure
3. Each of the two cooling towers seen in the foreground of the photo is divided into nine
identical fan cells that share a common cold water basin. The cooling tower cells are separated
from each other by partition walls and each cell has its own water distribution system so as to
facilitate shut down (air-side and water-side isolation) of individual cells.

Figure 3: Photo of Two 9-Cell Cooling Towers That Service a CCGT Plant9
Cooling tower designs that employ fans to move air through the tower are called "mechanical
draft" designs (as opposed to “natural draft” designs that rely on a tall stack and warm air
buoyancy for air movement). Mechanical draft cooling towers that feature a rectangular profile
or plan area are “recti-linear” designs (as opposed to “circular” designs). Cooling towers in
which air and water flows are countercurrent, i.e., where water falls downward through the tower
and air flows upward, are called “counterflow” designs (as opposed to “crossflow” designs
where water falls downward while the air flow traverses a crosswise, horizontal path through the
tower). Most CCGT plant cooling towers are recti-linear, counterflow, mechanical draft designs.
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Combined-cycle gas turbine plant cooling towers are physically very simple. With reference to
Figure 4, we can see that each cell of a conventional evaporative cooling tower includes:
•

Inlet header piping: This is the piping, at or below grade elevation, that transports hot water
from the steam condenser to the cooling tower.

•

Riser pipe: This pipe carries the hot water flow upward to the water distribution system
piping elevation.

•

Main header pipe: This water conduit forms the main hot water artery at the distribution
elevation, carrying the water from the riser pipe horizontally across the cooling tower cell.

•

Lateral distribution pipes: These pipes feed off the main header pipe and provide distribution
of hot water to all parts of the cooling tower cell plan area.

•

Spray nozzles: Installed in the lateral distribution pipes to break the water into droplet form.

•

Fill material: Normally consisting of thin sheets of thermo-formed PVC bonded together in
module form to enhance the interface area and contact time between the falling hot water
droplets and the cooling airstream.

•

Axial flow fan: The fan provides a means of inducing airflow through the cooling tower.

•

Fan motor: An electric motor that provides rotational energy to the axial flow fan.

•

Gear box: This spiral bevel helical gear set reduces the rotational speed of the fan drive.

•

Drive shaft: A floating shaft that transfers rotational energy from the fan motor to the speed
reducing gear box.

•

Drift eliminators: The drift eliminators limit the amount of water that is lost in the cooling
tower exit air stream.

•

Cold water basin: A reinforced concrete structure that collects the cooled water and serves as
the cooling tower foundation

•

Rain zone: The area beneath the fill system, where the partially cooled water droplets fall
from the fill into the cold water basin is called the “rain zone”. A significant portion of the
water cooling occurs in the rain zone.

•

Structural Members: These are the columns, beams, and diagonal structures, fabricated from
wood (Douglas Fir) or pultruded composite fiberglass reinforced polyester (or vinyl ester)
that provide the structural integrity of the cooling tower.
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Figure 4: Cross-Section View of a CCGT Plant Cooling Tower Cell
V.

CCGT PLANT COOLING TOWER DESIGN ISSUES

V.A.

Usage of Wood-Structured Cooling Towers

In the early years of the 21st century, technical specifications for combined-cycle gas turbine
plant cooling towers required usage of preservative-treated Douglas Fir wood structural frames
and plywood fan decks, the least expensive material of construction available for power plant
cooling towers. Unfortunately, Douglas Fir structures can warp and decompose from exposure
to moisture, micro-organisms, and chemicals. One hundred years earlier, at the beginning of the
industrial age, wood was the material of choice for power plant cooling towers and, prior to
1948, wood deterioration was not considered to be a serious problem in cooling towers.10 This
was true largely because all clear heart redwood, which is naturally resistant to decay and insect
attack, was readily available and inexpensive. Heartwood is cut from the center portion of the
redwood tree log, excluding the heart center (pith).
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As the world’s source for quality redwood diminished and became increasingly difficult to
obtain, the material of choice for use in cooling towers shifted to Douglas Fir. While stronger,
Douglas Fir decays much faster than redwood and requires the usage of preservative compounds.
Today’s preferred Douglas Fir preservative chemical is Chromated Copper Arsenate (CCA).
CCA is composed of: copper, which acts as a fungicide; arsenate, a form of arsenic, which is an
insecticide; and chromium, which binds the ingredients to the wood. CCA resists biological
attack by fungi and other micro-organisms and is recognizable for its greenish tint when applied
to wood. It is injected into wood in a controlled process using a vacuum–pressure method. In
order to comply with CTI (Cooling Technology Institute) Bulletin STD-112 Pressure
Preservative Treatment of Lumber for Industrial Water-Cooling Towers, pressure must be
maintained until 0.4 pounds of CCA per cubic foot of wood is absorbed.
Douglas Fir must be incised prior to preservative treatment to achieve desired levels of CCA
penetration and retention. Incising is a pretreatment process in which small incisions or slits are
punched into the wood. Incising increases preservative retention and penetration during the
treating process by increasing the amount of exposed, easily penetrated end-grain and by
increasing the side-grain surface area.
Improperly treated wood structural members are subject to attack by Basidiomycetes, the Class
of plants called “fleshy fungi” or Ascomycetes, the Class of plants called “filamentous fungi”.
Depending on the species of fungi that attacks the wood, the cooling tower structures may
experience the following types of degradation:
•

Brown-Rot: Wood decay caused by Basidiomycetes that penetrate and degrade the
cellulose and lignin constituents of wood, resulting in a brown, crumbly residue

•

White-Rot: Wood decay caused by Basidiomycetes that penetrate and digest the cellulose
and lignin constituents of wood, leaving a light colored, fibrous or pocketed residue.
White-rot is more common than brown-rot in cooling towers.

•

Soft-Rot: Wood decay caused by Ascomycetes that grow within the cell walls of wood,
attacking the cellulose and creating cavities in the wood.

Improperly treated Douglas Fir-structured cooling towers have been known to experience
debilitating structural decay in as little as five years. From the writer’s personal experience,
Douglas Fir-structured cooling towers that serve 500 Mw CCGT plants require demolition and
replacement within 10 to 15 years, at a cost of $5 million to $7 million dollars, depending on the
extent to which the existing mechanical air-moving equipment can be re-used.
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V.B.

Usage of High-Density Cross-Corrugated PVC Cooling Tower Fill Material

Water droplets emitted from CCGT plant cooling tower spray nozzles are broken up in the fill
material which, as mentioned earlier, serves to enhance the interface area and contact time
between the falling water and the cooling airstream. The fill material used in the first primitive
cooling tower designs, dating back to the 1800s in Germany, was comprised of tree branches
randomly piled in a rectangular wood-framed natural draft cooling tower. Fill material designs
in use today are normally classified as either "film-type" or "splash-type", although some fill
designs defy this classification. Film-type fill designs are generally comprised of flat or
corrugated sheets of fiber cement or plastic, closely packed together to provide a large surface
area for heat/mass transfer in a small volume. The cooling airstream passes over the thin film of
water that is formed on the surface of the film fill. Splash-type fills are comprised of discrete
impingement bars or grids arranged in multiple staggered layers spaced several inches apart
vertically and horizontally. Water droplets falling through the array of impingement surfaces are
repeatedly broken apart, enhancing the air to water interface. Splash-type fills have been made
from rectangular or triangular-sectioned wood slats, fiber cement or plastic splash bars in various
shapes, and from rectangular plastic grids.
Film-type fills are generally more thermally efficient than splash-type fills, requiring less fan
horsepower or permitting usage of physically smaller cooling towers for a given cooling duty.
Nearly all combined-cycle gas turbine plant cooling towers utilize film-type PVC fill systems,
and many are specified to use high-density, high-efficiency, cross-corrugated PVC fill designs in
order to minimize the physical size (and cost) of the cooling towers (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: High-Density Cross-Corrugated PVC Fill
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The original cross-corrugated film-type PVC fill design was developed in Sweden by Carl G.
Munters, the inventor of the gas absorption refrigerator and foamed plastic (Styrofoam).
Munters Corporation’s Model CF-19060 PVC cooling tower fill was first manufactured in the
United States in the 1960s in Fort Myers, Florida. Munters PVC fill modules were comprised of
60o cross-corrugated PVC sheets having a peak-to-peak corrugation height of 19 mm (¾ inch)
resulting in a dense, tortuous-path fill design that provided approximately 42 square feet of
surface area for heat/mass transfer per cubic foot of fill volume. Although the unique highdensity geometry of CF-19060 cooling tower fill provided superior thermal performance
efficiency, it became apparent in the 1980s, when it was first used in large power plant cooling
towers, that it also exhibited a high propensity for fouling in recirculating cooling water.
The first natural draft cooling towers in the United States to be designed with fill systems
comprised of high efficiency 19 mm cross-corrugated PVC, for example, are the twin Zurn
cooling towers at Duke Energy’s Crystal River North Plant in Florida. Within three to five years
after initial operation in 1982 the high efficiency Munters CF-19060 PVC fill systems of both
cooling towers became seriously fouled with silt and organic materials. The fill system of the
Crystal River Unit 5 cooling tower became so badly fouled after 5 years of commercial operation
that the thermal performance capability of the cooling tower dropped to 55% of design
capability. Some PVC fill modules that normally weighed 20 pounds when clean, weighed as
much as 162 pounds in 1989 due to fouling. Removing fill, washing, and replacing fill piece-bypiece was successful at removing greater than 95% of the fouling material. However, the
procedure was expensive, time-consuming, and resulted in significant fill damage.11
Similar high efficiency, cross-corrugated cooling tower fill designs, such as Brentwood
Industries’ CF-1900 and Marley’s MC75, have demonstrated the same high propensity for
fouling as the original Munters CF-19060 fill. Typical fouling of cross-corrugated PVC fill is
shown in Figure 6.
It has been firmly established that fill fouling is initiated by a thin film of microorganisms that
reside on the surface of PVC fill. Microorganisms found in recirculating cooling water systems
generally fall into one of three categories: Fungi, Algae, or Bacteria. Algae are not usually a
problem in fill fouling due to the lack of sunlight necessary for their life. Considerable algae
growth can, however, accumulate on the interior surface of the cooling tower fan stacks and
sometimes on the drift eliminators. Fungi are sometimes present, creating the problem of
providing nutrients to bacteria. Bacteria are the main source of fill fouling problems, and,
because the recirculating water system is closed, anaerobic types, such as slime forming bacteria,
biofilms, sulfate reducing bacteria and iron bacteria, are common.
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Figure 6: Fouled Munters CF-19060 Cross-Corrugated PVC Fill
Prevention of fouling in high-density cross-corrugated PVC fill systems involves elimination of
the microorganisms that initiate the fouling process through systematic application of biocides.
The objective of an effective micro-biocide program is to expose the microbial population to a
sufficient dose of biocide for a long enough time to achieve the desired effect. Biocides may be
fed continuously through the usage of automatic feed equipment. More often, they are fed on an
intermittent basis because of economic considerations or effluent restrictions. An effective
biocide program includes the usage of two biocides of differing types (typically sodium
hypochlorite, NaOCl and sodium bromide, NaBr) which are fed in an alternating manner.
As we have seen, cooling towers that have been sized and designed to utilize high density, high
efficiency, cross-corrugated PVC fill in treated water can experience catastrophic fouling failure
in as little as five years. However, if the cooling water is not treated with biocide, catastrophic
fouling failure can occur in less than one year of service. In July of 2001, for example, the high
efficiency cross-corrugated PVC fill systems of a one-year-old cooling tower at Exelon’s
Dresden Nuclear Station became so badly fouled with silt in untreated water that the fill support
structure failed. The casing wall and vertical supports were also damaged by the heavy, siltladen fill modules as they fell into the basin below the structure (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Fouled Cross-Corrugated PVC Fill in the Dresden Station No. 1 Cooling Tower

From the writer’s personal experience, 500 Mw combined-cycle gas turbine plant cooling towers
that are designed to use high density, high efficiency, cross-corrugated 19 mm PVC fill, typically
experience major fouling and loss of thermal performance efficiency (even in recirculating water
treated with biocides) after 8 to 10 years in service, requiring complete fill system replacement at
a cost of $1.6 million to $1.8 million dollars.
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE CCGT PLANT COOLING TOWERS

The writer routinely writes detailed technical specification documents for power plant cooling
renovation and replacement projects, including projects involving CCGT plant cooling tower fill
system replacements and demolition and replacement of existing CCGT plant cooling towers. In
this section of our continuing education course we will describe available state-of-the-art
technologies that are recommended for inclusion in future CCGT plant cooling tower designs.
Some of these technologies have been recently implemented in new power plant cooling tower
applications.
VI.A.

Pultruded Composite Fiberglass Reinforced Polymer Cooling Tower Structure

In early 1981, Charles “Chuck” Bardo, then President of the Ceramic Cooling Tower Company,
acquired the services of Andrew Green, an aerospace engineer formerly with General Dynamics,
to develop a cooling tower structure comprised of Fiberglass Reinforced Polymer (FRP)
members.12 The success of Ceramic Cooling Towers’ “Permalite” cooling tower design
(patented in 1983) led to the development of the world’s first all pultruded composite FRP
cooling tower design (patented by Ceramic Cooling Tower Company in 1987). Today, all major
U.S. cooling tower companies manufacture pultruded composite FRP designs. Without question,
the application of space-age composite material technology to cooling tower design has
revolutionized the cooling tower industry.
Pultrusion is a manufacturing process for producing continuous lengths of fiberglass reinforced
polymer structural shapes with constant cross-sections. Raw materials used in the pultrusion
process include a liquid resin mixture (containing resin, fillers and specialized additives) and
fiberglass. The process involves pulling these raw materials (rather than pushing, as is the case
in extrusion) through a heated steel forming die using a continuous pulling device.
Pultruded composite FRP structural shapes utilized in cooling towers are comprised of:
•

Roving- unidirectional continuous fibers that provide high tensile strength, flexibility, and
stiffness;

•

Mat- multi-directional glass fibers that provide strength in the transverse direction;

•

Fire Retardant-Self Extinguishing Polyester or Polyvinyl Thermosetting Resin- providing
excellent mechanical properties, corrosion resistance, and minimal flammability.

•

Veil- a resin-rich surface that is applied to the shape just before it enters the die, providing
resistance to UV degradation and chemical corrosion.
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As the reinforcements are saturated with the resin mixture ("wet-out") in the resin bath and
pulled through the die, the gelation, or hardening, of the resin is initiated by the heat from the die
and a rigid, cured profile is formed that corresponds to the shape of the die.
Composites are created by combining two or more materials to produce a new material that
retains important properties from the original components. Because composites are lightweight,
high strength, corrosion resistant, and offer flexibility in design and manufacturing, they have
been used in the design of high performance aircraft, boats, racecars, and multi-story buildings.
Pultruded composite FRP structural members have the tensile strength of steel with 80% less
weight and can be easily cut, glued, or bolted to suit a variety of different applications.
The cooling tower design of choice in many new power plant applications is the counterflow
rectilinear mechanical draft cooling tower constructed almost entirely of pultruded composite
FRP structural members (Figure 8). Because the cooling tower’s FRP structure exhibits
consistent mechanical properties, high strength-to-weight ratio, requires little maintenance, and
is not subject to decay or corrosion; it is the ideal design for combined-cycle gas turbine plants.

Figure 8: State-of-the-Art Composite Pultruded FRP Cooling Tower13
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VI.B.

Low-Fouling Film-Type PVC Cooling Tower Fill Designs

Film-type PVC cooling tower fill designs in common use today may be classified with respect to
fill geometry, relative airflow resistance, and fouling propensity as follows:
1. Cross-corrugated 60o angle flute designs; high airflow resistance; high fouling propensity
2. Vertical off-set flute designs; medium airflow resistance; medium fouling propensity
3. Vertical flute designs; low airflow resistance; low fouling propensity
Here, the definition of fill module “flutes” is taken to be the openings in the fill module through
which air and water flows.
The thermal performance efficiencies of all three fill design classifications may be enhanced by
incorporating intricate microstructure into the surfaces of the PVC sheets that comprise the fill
module. By adding texture in the form of arrays of small concave or convex structures, ridges,
or bumps, the water film boundary layer is broken up repeatedly, enhancing mixing and direct
exposure of water molecules to the cooling airstream.
VI.B.1. Cross-Corrugated Flute PVC Fill Designs: The most thermally efficient film-type fill
design available today is cross-corrugated PVC with a 19 mm (0.75-inch) flute height
(peak-to-peak height of the sinusoidal corrugation), oriented at a 60o angle with respect
to the horizontal. Examples of this fill design type include Munters CF-19060 (Figure
9), Brentwood Industries’ CF-1900, Marley’s MC75, and EvapTech’s Opti-Pac 1900.
These fill designs provide about 42.0 ft2 of surface area per cubic foot of fill volume.

Figure 9: Munters CF-19060 High Efficiency Cross-corrugated PVC Fill
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VI.B.2. Vertical-Offset Flute PVC Fill Designs: Vertical off-set flute fill designs feature vertical
flutes that periodically shift laterally or that connect to angled flutes. The most widely
known fill designs of this type include Hamon’s Coolfilm (Figure 10), Evaptech’s
TechClean, Brentwood Industries’ OF-21 (Figure 11), Balcke-Dürr’s FB-20, and
Marley’s MCR12 and MCR16.

Figure 10: Coolfilm Vertical-Offset Fill

Figure 11: OF-21 Vertical Offset Fill

VI.B.3. Low-fouling PVC Fill Designs:
Low-fouling fill designs feature
vertical flutes for the entire height
of the fill module and the
thermoformed sheets that comprise
the fill module do not touch each
other except at discrete, isolated
points where glue is applied.
Cleanflow, the original AntiFouling
Non-Contact
Sheet
(AFNCS)
fill
design,
was
developed in Belgium circa 1982 by
Hamon Sobelco SA (Figure 12).
Figure 12: AFNCS Vertical-Fluted Fill
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Today, vertical-fluted Anti-Fouling Non-Contact Sheet type PVC fill designs, that are very
similar to the original Hamon Cleanflow design, are manufactured by SPX Cooling
Technologies, EvapTech, and Brentwood Industries. In numerous power plant cooling tower
applications, the thermal performance efficiency of this tried-and-proven low-fouling fill design
has been enhanced by adding a 12-inch deep layer of cross-corrugated PVC fill modules over the
top of the AFNCS fill. Although this state-of-the-art fill system design has been incorporated
into a number of mechanical draft cooling towers that serve nuclear and coal-fired power plants,
the writer is not aware of any application of this technology in cooling towers that serve
combined-cycle gas turbine plants.
VII.

CIRCULAR CCGT PLANT COOLING TOWERS: A VISION OF THE FUTURE

Evaporative cooling towers installed in closed-loop power plant cooling systems are cloudmakers. Approximately 3% to 3.5% of the heated liquid water that enters a cooling tower water
distribution system is evaporated, ensuring, in most power plant applications, that the air stream
exiting the fan stacks is saturated with water vapor. The visible water vapor plume from a
cooling tower can represent a significant nuisance, especially when the plume is brought near
ground level through wind patterns or local topography. Fogging from mechanical draft cooling
towers can lower visibility and cause wetting of surfaces that ice over in cold weather resulting
in transportation hazards and damage to electric transmission systems including insulator
flashover in switchyards.
The thermal performance efficiency of recti-linear mechanical draft cooling towers is oftentimes
reduced when cross-winds cause the warm exit air vapor plume to be recirculated back into the
cooling tower’s air inlet (recirculation) or into the air inlet of an adjacent cooling tower
(interference), effectively increasing the temperature of the cooling airstream. It is customary to
add one or two degrees Fahrenheit to the design point ambient wet bulb temperature to account
for the deleterious effects of recirculation when developing the sizing and thermal design of a
new recti-linear mechanical draft cooling tower.
In the early 1980s, a new genre of cooling tower emerged in U.S. nuclear and coal-fired power
plants, the circular mechanical draft cooling tower. Circular mechanical draft designs were first
used in the 1930s in Germany, where it was discovered that circular, mechanical draft cooling
towers recirculate less and exhibit less interference with each other than do rectilinear
mechanical draft designs of comparable plan area. A total of 335 circular, single fan mechanical
draft cooling towers were constructed in Germany by Maschinenbau Aktiengesellschaft Balcke
between the 1930s and the 1980s, many having fan diameters of 82 feet (Figure 13).14
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Figure 13: Adjustment of the Blade Angle of an 82-foot Diameter Fan in a
Balcke Circular Single-Fan Cooling Tower
The superior plume rise characteristics of the circular mechanical draft cooling tower design are
attributed to the following factors:
•

The cylindrical-shaped vapor plume from circular cooling towers has a smaller surface-tovolume ratio than does the plume emitted from a long rectilinear cooling tower. The smaller
the surface-to-volume ratio, the less quickly the plume will lose its stored heat, and the
higher the plume will rise. Vapor plumes from recti-linear cooling towers are less buoyant
than the plumes from circular cooling towers.

•

The circular shape inherently exhibits a comparatively small negative pressure wake region
on the leeward side of the cooling tower (Figure 14). When subjected to broad-side crosswinds, the entire leeward backside of the recti-linear cooling tower becomes a negative
pressure wake region.

These unique aerodynamic characteristics permit installation of counterflow circular mechanical
draft towers in close proximity to each other with minimal recirculation or interference between
adjacent cooling towers (Figures 15, 16, and 17).
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Figure 14: Comparison of Streamlines Around Circular Towers and Recti-linear Towers

Figure 15: Balcke Circular Tower Installation at Frimmersdorf Power Station in Germany
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Figure 16: Frimmersdorf Circular Cooling Towers at Grade Elevation

Figure 17: Frimmersdorf Circular Cooling Tower Vapor Plumes
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The first circular mechanical draft cooling towers constructed in the United States were
crossflow, multi-fan designs developed by the Marley Cooling Tower Company. Model studies
sponsored by Marley at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research revealed that the individual fan
plumes of a circular multi-fan cooling tower tend to merge to form a single buoyant plume
(Figure 18). The model studies also showed that circular crossflow towers recirculate much less
than rectilinear crossflow towers.

Figure 18: Circular Crossflow Tower Plumes
The first circular counterflow multi-fan cooling tower was developed in 1975 by Balcke-Dürr’s
U.S. licensee, Zurn Industries. The Zurn design was very similar to the Balcke single fan
circular cooling tower, with an array of smaller fans, ranging from 28 feet to 40 feet in diameter,
replacing the large single fan (Figure 19).
Circular multi-fan cooling towers were oftentimes incorporated into nuclear and coal-fired power
plants constructed in areas of the United States where hot and dry climates were unsuitable for
natural draft cooling towers (such as Arizona, the desert regions of eastern Washington State,
etc.). Between 1973 and 1985, 41 of the 54 mechanical draft cooling towers ordered for U.S.
power plant applications were circular designs.15
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Figure 19: Circular Counterflow Multi-Fan Cooling Towers
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The combined-cycle gas turbine plant cooling tower design of the future should provide the
following benefits to the owners and operators of CCGT plants:
1. Durability
Pultruded composite fiberglass-reinforced polymer-structured cooling towers have been in
use now for more than 30 years. Because pultruded FRP does not rot or corrode and is noncombustible and can withstand long-term exposure to ultraviolet rays, the life expectancy of
pultruded composite FRP structures has been projected to exceed 50 years. FRP’s lower
maintenance and longer product life often yields lower overall costs.
2. Reliability
Film-type PVC cooling tower fill material should not be considered to be a disposable
commodity due to fouling with silt and bio-growth after a few years in service. Today’s
vertical-fluted Anti-Fouling Non-Contact Sheet (AFNCS) PVC fill designs, used with or
without a high-efficiency cross-corrugated overlay, can provide reliable thermal performance
efficiency in dirty-water applications for at least 20 years.
3. Enhanced Vapor Plume Buoyancy
When an urban locale is selected as the site for a CCGT plant, minimizing the environmental
impact of cooling tower vapor plume emissions is an important design consideration.
Furthermore, minimizing the impact of cross-winds (recirculation and interference) on the
thermal performance of the CCGT plant cooling tower should also be an important design
consideration. Circular mechanical draft cooling towers provide superior vapor plume
buoyancy, lifting the cooling tower vapor cloud upward and away from the site where it is
then dispersed at elevation into the atmosphere.
All of the above-mentioned desirable CCGT plant cooling tower design attributes are available
today in the mechanical draft cooling towers that serve Duke-Energy’s 1,013 Mw twin gas-fired
steam turbine units at the Anclote Plant near Tarpon Springs, Florida (Figure 20). The technical
specifications for these pultruded composite FRP-structured circular cooling towers, prepared by
the writer and Duke Energy’s Mr. Greg Poniatowski, included requirements for a tried-andproven low-fouling PVC fill system and for air-side and water-side fan cell isolation capabilities.
Anclote Plant’s cooling towers, the world’s first annulus-shaped pultruded composite FRPstructured cooling towers, were put into service in 2007. Each of the once-thru, salt water
cooling towers is 224 feet in diameter and includes twelve individual fan cells. The twelve axial
flow fans are 10-meters in diameter with 14-blades per fan, driven by 300 HP electric motors.
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Figure 20: Annulus-Shaped, FRP Cooling Towers at Duke-Energy’s Anclote Plant
The Anclote Plant cooling tower design represents the leading edge in state-of-the-art power
plant cooling tower technology.
The thermal design conditions for the Anclote Plant cooling towers are given below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Flow Rate = 330,000 gpm salt water per cooling tower
Hot Water Temperature = 105.0oF
Cold Water Temperature = 93.0oF
Cooling Range = 12.0oF
Inlet Wet Bulb Temperature = 79oF
Approach Temperature = 14.0oF

A general overview inspection of the Anclote Plant cooling towers is provided in Figures 21, 22,
23, and 24.
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Figure 21: Anclote Plant Cooling Tower Inlet Header and Riser Pipes

Figure 22: Anclote Plant Cooling Tower Pultruded Composite FRP Structure
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Figure 23: Anclote Plant Cooling Tower Hot Water Inlet Header Piping

Figure 24: Anclote Plant Cooling Tower Fan Deck and Cable Trays
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